
Pathetic Fallacy

What is a pathetic fallacy? Here’s a quick and simple definition:

Pathetic fallacy occurs when a writer attributes human
emotions to things that aren't human, such as objects,
weather, or animals. It is often used to make the
environment reflect the inner experience of a narrator or
other characters. For example, if a writer mourning the death
of a loved one writes that "the flowers on the grave drooped
in sadness," this would be an example of pathetic fallacy,
since the flowers do not, in fact, feel sad.

Some additional key details about pathetic fallacy:

• The word "pathetic," in this context, doesn't mean "bad" or
"lame." It comes from the Latin pathos, meaning "feeling." The
word "fallacy" comes from the Latin fallax, meaning "deceitful" or
"false." When they're put together, these words suggest that
assigning human feelings to nonhuman things is a falsehood.
However, that doesn't mean that pathetic fallacy is always a
mistake; it is often used on purpose in order to evoke a certain
emotional atmosphere.

• The term "pathetic fallacy" was coined by a British writer named
John Ruskin, who defined it as "emotional falseness." Ruskin
originally used the term to criticize what he saw as the
sentimental attitude of 18th century Romantic poets toward
nature. The meaning of the term has shifted over time, and now is
often used to simply describe, rather than criticize, the attribution
of emotions to non-human things.

• Pathetic fallacy is a specific type of personification, or the
attribution of human qualities to non-human things.

HoHow tw to Pro Pronounconounce Pe Paathethetic Ftic Fallacallacyy
Here's how to pronounce pathetic fallacy: puh-thethett-ic ffalal-uh-see

PPaathethetic Ftic Fallacallacy in Depy in Depthth
Any time a writer describes a wave as "angry," the sun as "smiling," or
birdsong as "mournful," it's an example of pathetic fallacy, since
emotions are being attributed to things that don't actually have them
(or at least not in the way humans do). Although the example of a sun
"smiling down" on someone technically doesn't refer explicitly to an
emotion (e.g., happiness) it's fair to count it as an example of pathetic
fallacy because the action being described so clearly suggests a
specific emotion.

PPaathethetic Ftic Fallacallacy vs. Py vs. Perersonificsonificaationtion

Pathetic fallacy is a specific type of personification—which is the
attribution of human qualities or actions to non-human things. Here's
a run-down of what makes pathetic fallacy its own distinct category
within the broader category of personification:

• PPaathethetic ftic fallacallacyy involves the attribution of emotions to
nonhuman things.

• PPerersonificsonificaationtion can involve the attribution of any human quality,
action, or attribute to nonhuman things Examples of
personification that are not pathetic fallacy would include saying
that "The waves winked in the sunlight" or "The wind played hide-
and-go-seek among the trees," since neither of these suggest any
particular emotion.

An additional difference between pathetic fallacy and personification
is that pathetic fallacy is often associated only with the attribution of
human emotions to aspects of nature (sun, sky, wind, etc.), while
personification is applied to things both natural and man-made.

PPaathethetic Ftic Fallacallacy vs. Anthry vs. Anthropomorphismopomorphism

Anthropomorphism also involves the attribution of human
characteristics to non-human things. But it does so in ways that are
quite different from the pathetic fallacy.

• PPaathethetic ftic fallacallacyy, like personification, is a type of figurative
language. It's attribution of emotions to non-humans is non-
literal. The "the flowers on the grave drooped in sadness" is a
figurative description meant to imbue the image with a certain
emotion. It is not meant to be saying that the flowers are actually
sad.

• AnthrAnthropomorphismopomorphism, in contrast, is the literal attribution of
human characteristics to animals and other non-human things.
The human qualities assigned to these characters are not just
figurative ways of describing them, as they are in pathetic fallacy.
Rather, in anthropomorphism the non-human entities actually do
human things like talking, falling in love, wiggling their eyebrows,
and generally behaving like people behave. Anthropomorphism is
usually used to create non-human characters, such as Winnie the
Pooh, the Little Engine that Could, or Simba from the movie The
Lion King.

Although it wasn't until the 19th century that John Ruskin coined the
term "pathetic fallacy," writers have been assigning human emotions
to things in their surroundings for much longer than that. In
particular, pathetic fallacy can be found in poetry, narrative literature,
and music, though it can be found in other sorts of writing as well.
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PPaathethetic Ftic Fallacallacy in Py in Poeoetrtry and Lity and Litereraaturturee
Pathetic fallacy is a useful tool in literature for setting the tone of a
scene, suggesting the emotional state of a character, or creating a
vivid image of an environment.

PPaathethetic Ftic Fallacallacy in William Shaky in William Shakespeespearare'e'ss Julius CaesarJulius Caesar
In Julius Caesar, Shakespeare describes a violent storm that disrupts
the Roman capital on the night before Caesar's assassination. The
weather reflects the peril of the political moment through several
pathetic fallacies, with "scolding winds," "ambitious," enraged oceans,
and "threatening clouds." The conspirators go on to interpret these
events as proof that nature itself (or the gods they believed ruled over
it) is crying out a warning for Caesar's death, projecting their own
fears and desires onto the storm.

Are you not moved, when all the sway of earth
Shakes like a thing see? O Cicero,
I have seen the tempests, when the scolding winds
Have rived the knotty oaks, and I have seen
The ambitious ocean swell and rage and foam,
To be exalted with the threatening clouds:
But never till to-night, never till now,
Did I go through a tempest dropping fire.

PPaathethetic Ftic Fallacallacy in Mary in Mary Shelley Shelley'y'ss FFrrankankensenstteinein
Throughout Mary Shelley's classic tale, the dangerous and sublime
power of the landscape is a vital and dramatic element of the
narrative. In this excerpt, Victor describes a small island retreat in
Scotland where he has been driven against his will. He contrasts the
"desolate and appalling" landscape with his memory of the "fair"
lakes and "gentle" sky of his home in Switzerland.

...in the evening, when the weather permitted, I walked on
the stony beach of the sea, to listen to the waves as they
roared and dashed at my feet. It was a monotonous, yet
ever-changing scene. I thought of Switzerland; it was far
different from this desolate and appalling landscape. Its hills
are covered with vines, and its cottages are scattered thickly
in the plains. Its fair lakes reflect a blue and gentle sky; and,
when troubled by the winds, their tumult is but as the play of
a lively infant, when compared to the roarings of the giant
ocean.

Victor's descriptions of both landscapes perfectly capture his own
feelings about each: the wave-swept island is a lonely and terrifying
place, a prison where he is confined to the monotony of his work,
while the calm waves on the lakes of Switzerland are playful and
welcoming. Victor's perspective is projected onto the natural world
around him here, as it is elsewhere in the novel.

PPaathethetic Ftic Fallacallacy in Ry in Rachel Carachel Carson'son'ss Silent SpringSilent Spring
Rachel Carson's groundbreaking environmental text Silent Spring
often speaks of its natural subjects in distinctly human terms, in an
attempt to create in the reader a sense of care and concern for the
plight inflicted on the natural world by humans.

To the author of this paper, many of us would
unquestionably be suspect, convicted of some deep
perversion of character because we prefer the sight of the
vetch and the clover and the wood lily in all their delicate
and transient beauty to that of roadsides scorched as by fire,
the shrubs brown and brittle, the bracken that once lifted its
proud lacework now withered and drooping.

Here, Carson personifies the weeds that are under attack from
dangerous herbicides; to describe the lacework of the bracken as
"proud" is a pathetic fallacy that places the reader firmly on the side
of this majestic fern that has been ravaged by environmental
destruction.

PPaathethetic Ftic Fallacallacy in Ry in Robert Brobert Broowning'wning's "Ps "Porphyria'orphyria's Ls Loovver"er"

In the poem "Porphyria's Lover," the speaker describes the wind as
sullen, and destroying trees out of spite.

The sullen wind was soon awake,
It tore the elm-tops down for spite,
and did its worst to vex the lake

The wind, of course, may be powerful and destructive, but it isn't
purposefully causing damage. Instead, the speaker's description of
the wind reveals the speaker's state of mind.

PPaathethetic Ftic Fallacallacy in Musicy in Music
Songs often express the intense emotion of their singers, and many
songs project these emotions onto the landscape in typical instances
of pathetic fallacy.

PPaathethetic Ftic Fallacallacy in Bob Dylan'y in Bob Dylan's "s "A HarA Hard Rd Rain'ain's A-Gonna Fs A-Gonna Fall"all"

Bob Dylan uses pathetic fallacy in this song to transform an
emotionless entity—a forest—into an important element in
establishing the mood of his song about the deadly prospect of the
"hard-rain" (a metaphor for atomic bombs) that seems like it's
coming.

I've stumbled on the side of twelve misty mountains
I've walked and I've crawled on six crooked highways
I've stepped in the middle of seven sad forests
I've been out in front of a dozen dead oceans
I've been ten thousand miles in the mouth of a graveyard
And it's a hard, and it's a hard, it's a hard, it's a hard
And it's a hard rain's a gonna fall
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A scientist might say (as John Ruskin did) that describing non-human
things as having emotions is, essentially, incorrect—a fallacy.
However, writers may make the conscious choice to do so, with an
awareness that such a description is figurative and not literal. This
can serve a few different purposes for a writer. It can help the them:

• Set the mood of a scene.

• Imbue the environment with a certain emotional quality.

• Craft a vivid and compelling setting.

• Convey the emotional state of a characters and/or narrator,
because the way that character or narrator describes the world in
fact reveals the state of their own mind.

• Make inanimate objects or nonhuman forms of life seem more
familiar and relatable.

• The Wikipedia PThe Wikipedia Pagage on Pe on Paathethetic Ftic Fallacallacyy: This entry provides a
brief history of the term as John Ruskin coined it, and outlines its
use today.

• The DicThe Dictionartionary Definition of Py Definition of Paathethetic Ftic Fallacallacyy: A basic definition
with a bit on the etymology of the term.

• VicVicttorian Weborian Web: A short but somewhat academic summary of the
origins of pathetic fallacy which traced the distinction between
personification and pathetic fallacy.

• PPaathethetic Ftic Fallacallacy on Yy on Youtubeoutube: In this short video, you'll find a
quick (but thorough) definition of pathetic fallacy.
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